
Dream jars from preserving jars
Instructions No. 704
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 35 Minutes

Empty preserving jars and small decorative figures can be used to make pretty dream jars. An extraordinary gift idea for a dear person.

And so it goes 

Use four storage jars with screw caps as dream jars. Rinse the empty glasses and dry them well 
For the pedestals, put a piece of round rod into a wooden disc, slide a ball and a second disc on top of it, fix it with the hammer.

Prime the Wooden balls and discs white and let them dry. Glue Wooden balls. the screw cap in the middle of the base, alternatively on four bark disks (see
extra tip), decorate the bottom of the screw glasses with plate moss, pine greenery and mushrooms, and finally glue on the deer.

The jars are screwed onto the lids, with tape,-Ribbon checkered ribbon with tape is stuck around-Ribbon the edges of the lid and decorated with a bow. Pour
decorative snow on the glasses, decorate with further icicle medium and put small decorative mini accessories on the decorative snow.

Extra tip: To make sure that the roe deer are clearly visible in the glass, you should first glue bark discs in the screw tops, then the respective roe deer.

Article number Article name Qty
611886 VBS Bark discs "Oval" 1
416221-30 Check tape, 10mRed 1
607148 Plate moss, 50 g 1
760430 VBS Wooden discs/wheels, Ø 50 x 10 mm, 4 pieces 2
660457 Beech round barØ 6 mm 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
755191 Icicle medium, transparent 1

Article information:



735520-10 VBS Decorative snow100 ml 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
120371-08 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 08/8,8 mm 1
130288 Handicraft saw 1
970228 Hammer 100g 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
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